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Technical Data Sheet 

Description 
Carlas Rubber Spray Film is a rubber coating agent that can be easily applied by spraying onto various surfaces. It 
resists moisture, acids, abrasion, weathering, electrical shock, skidding/slipping, corrosion; coats and gives a 
comfortable, controlled, colour coded grip to various materials including: 

 Alloy Wheels: change the look and help protect 
 Wood: helps to seals and protects from weathering and prevents splinters. 
 Metal: helps to reduces vibration, sound, prevents corrosion, insulates electrically and from extreme 

temperatures. 
 Glass: helps to shatterproof glass objects (available in clear coat). 
 Rope/Fabrics: weatherproofs, helps to prevent rotting and fraying. 
 Plastics: helps protect delicate surfaces from scratches. 

 Rubber: weather and wear resistant. 

 Technical Data 
 Surface dry time: after approximately 1 hour  
 Complete drying time: 24 hours 
 Stable at temperatures: -20°C to +110°C  
 Flash point: -22°C  
 UV-resistant: approximately 3 months depending on conditions.  
 Ozone resistant: yes  
 Storage (15-20 °C): unopened 3 years, open: approx 6 months depending on temperature 
 Protect container against solar radiance and temperatures of over 50°C.  
 Average coverage: 1 can approximately 5-10sq ft. 

Instructions 
 SHAKE CAN WELL BEFORE USE 
 ALWAYS WEAR GLOVES, MASK AND GOGGLES 

 Choose a dry clean surface to work on that is well ventilated. Avoid direct sunlight, excessive air 
movement, heat or humidity.   

 All surfaces to be coated must be free of all oils, grease, dirt, wax and loose rust (use a solvent based 
cleaner). 

 Mask off any not to be sprayed areas. 
 Firstly apply thin layer of paint then wait to dry before applying next layer. Apply coats as needed until 

you get the finish you require (for best results 2-3 coats are recommended). 
 Allow overnight drying whenever possible for best results.  
 To remove simply peel away from a corner (must wait till completely dry before doing this).  
 Hold the can 12-15cm away from the surface when spraying use a back and forth motion overlapping 

each stroke. 
 


